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Introduction
For whatever reason, women everywhere seem to think it's a good idea to shave their pussy, legs,
armpits and everywhere else. They can do what they want, but if you want to see natural hairy-beaver
and sexy hirsute hotties then Hairy Undies is a site not to be missed. Top quality videos of females who
are furry where is counts!

Adult Review
The Tongue sees beauty and eroticism in all kinds of kink. In sex, like everything else, the key to keeping things exciting is
variety. These days just about every pornstar shaves her snatch and it's been that way pretty much since the late 1970s.
Shaved vagina has also been a world-wide phenomena that has spread across every continent. Only recently have those
interested in hairy pubes and hirsuit vagina started to make a stand to reclaim a niche market for themselves!
  
  Hairy Undies features natural models without the excessive primping that some of them engage in on other porn sites.
Makeup is kept to a minimum, pussy hair is presented naturally and the focus is on viewing women in sexual situations the
way they normally happen. With so much scripted, shaved and  coordinated content out there on other sites these days, it's
actually kind of refreshing to get back to the natural roots of it all and enjoy a couple having sex on film without all the bells
and whistles of modern porn videos.
  
  Some viewers might think Hairy Undies is a trip back in time to the 1970s but everyone will appreciate the fact that if you
signup through the Free Preview on this adult review, you can join for the discounted monthly price of $14.95. Normally the
site costs fifteen bucks more, but The Tongue arranged a special discount for our members by arguing if they want to show
1970s pussy style they ought to be able to do it at 1970s prices for our TasteBuds!

Porn Summary
While the focus of Hairy Undies is on one narrow porn niche, the list of Included Sites on the right side of this review shows
you the wide range of varied sexual content you get when you join. All in all it's a huge amount of smut... and some with
pubes of course!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Females with furry foxholes show their sexy all-natural selves to you on this site'
Quality: 82  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 89 Interface: 83
Support: 88 Unique: 86    Taste: 83        Final: 84

Porn Sites Included
Tera Patrick (90) ,Silvia Saint (88) ,Curry Creampie (88) ,Peter North (87) ,Cumshot Oasis (86) ,Devils Film (Preview) ,
White Ghetto (Preview) ,Squirtalicious (Preview) ,Silverstone DVD (Preview) ,I Swallow Peter North (Preview) ,Big Fat
Creampie (Preview) ,Motherfucker XXX (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Discount Porn, Fetish, Hairy, Hardcore, Natural, Panties, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $14.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Other
Video & Picture: Twice

Weekly
Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used

Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: None Videos: 58
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